Electron collision studies on some molecules and molecular ions in plasmas
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Electron collision processes with molecules and molecular ions play a very important role in plasmas. The collision processes lead to new species in the plasma and hence the cross sections (or equivalently, the rate coefficients) for these processes are necessary for modeling the plasma characteristics and to understand release of neutral atoms.

For several years we have been engaged in studying electron collision with molecules and molecular ions that are relevant in plasmas occurring in astrophysics, industry and fusion. Our studies, using the R-matrix method, have produced significant fundamental data on electron induced processes that can be used for plasma modeling and understanding release of neutral atoms by collision processes. In addition, these studies have also produced molecular data on bound states, neutral and anionic resonant states and corresponding resonance widths which are useful for initiating studies on many other electron induced processes such as dissociative recombination and dissociative electron attachment.

In this work we present our recent results on electron collision with the molecular ions CH\textsuperscript{2+}, NH\textsuperscript{+} \textsuperscript{[1,2]} (relevant in fusion and astrophysics) and the neutral molecules BeO \textsuperscript{[3]} and BeN \textsuperscript{[4]} (both significant for fusion). We have provided cross sections for elastic collision, electronic excitation, electron impact dissociation and compared with experiments wherever available. Differential and momentum transfer cross sections are also provided when possible.
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